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April 2013: AquaBounty notifies Environment 
Canada of its proposal 

By August 2013: 

• science assessment complete 

• CEPA requirement to provide info waived 

• SNAc notice published 

Time is too short



• No public notice of notification or request for waiver 

• No consultation to obtain free, prior and informed 
consent (FPIC) of Indigenous peoples 

• No public involvement in science assessments  

Public is not involved



•Exposure- and risk-based notion of harm 

•No public discussion of need or acceptability 

•CEPA protects the market, not nature 

Hard truths about CEPA



• Uphold Indigenous rights


• Support recommendations developed by other expert groups 


• Manufacture, import, or use of new living organism is prohibited unless 
proponent can demonstrate safety  


• Minimum timelines to allow public consultation


• Notification or waiver request to Minister automatically public


• Science assessment and public consultation must: 


Involve public, allow for alternative views, require informed acceptance


Take better account of inherent hazards to nature of a new organism

Recommendations to strengthen Part 6



Strengthening Part 6 of CEPA requires addressing 

• Risks that new living organisms pose to nature


• Indigenous rights, public concerns, and public interest



Bill C-28 proposals include: 

New Substances and Significant New Activities

Varying Significant New Activity (SNAc) Information

Downstream Communication of Significant New 
Activities (SNAc)

Amendments to the Food and Drugs Act 



Bill C-28 proposals include: 

Confidential Business Information (CBI)

• Unless otherwise specified, amendments provide that confidentiality 
requests made under section 313 must be accompanied by reasons 
(e.g. explaining the basis upon which confidentiality is claimed) [clause 
49, clause 53].

• Amendments will authorize the Minister to disclose the explicit name of 
a masked substance when risk management instruments have been 
put in place for the substance (e.g. when the significant new activity 
provisions have been applied to the substance) [clause 50, clause 52].

• Amendments will also authorize the Minister to disclose explicit names 
after ten years have passed from the date the name was masked, but 
will give proponents the opportunity to demonstrate that it should 
nevertheless remain confidential [clause 50, clause 52].



Additional Measures announced April 13, 2021:

Labeling and information for Consumers 
[…] 

Updating the regulatory framework for products of 
biotechnology

To keep pace with the  rapidly evolving biotechnology sector, the 
Government of Canada will undertake a full and 
comprehensive review of the New Substances Notification 
Regulations (Organisms), which provide for the assessment of 
risks posed by new living organisms prior to their being introduced 
into the Canadian marketplace. 
[…]



Nature Canada has proposed amendments to:  

• Align CEPA reform with Indigenous rights


• Reverse the burden of proof so that proponent must show that 

   living organism is not toxic; show demonstrable need



Nature Canada has proposed amendments to:  

• Require Ministers to give public notice of an assessment, and 

   of a waiver request


• Require opportunities for public to participate meaningfully



Nature Canada has recommended further amendments:  

• Emphasizing public right to participate in assessments and 

   decision-making


